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QUESTION 1

What is the name of the international standard that establishes a baseline level of confidence in the security functionality
of IT products by providing a set of requirements for evaluation? 

A. Blue Book 

B. ISO 26029 

C. Common Criteria 

D. The Wassenaar Agreement 

Correct Answer: C Section: (none)

 

QUESTION 2

A company\\'s security policy states that all Web browsers must automatically delete their HTTP browser cookies upon
terminating. What sort of security breach is this policy attempting to mitigate? 

A. Attempts by attackers to access Web sites that trust the Web browser user by stealing the user\\'s authentication
credentials. 

B. Attempts by attackers to access the user and password information stored in the company\\'s SQL database. 

C. Attempts by attackers to access passwords stored on the user\\'s computer without the user\\'s knowledge. 

D. Attempts by attackers to determine the user\\'s Web browser usage patterns, including when sites were visited and
for how long. 

Correct Answer: A Section: (none)

Cookies can store passwords and form content a user has previously entered, such as a credit card 

number or an address. 

Cookies can be stolen using a technique called cross-site scripting. This occurs when an attacker takes 

advantage of a website that allows its users to post unfiltered HTML and JavaScript content. 

References: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTTP_cookie#Cross-site_scripting_.E2.80.93_cookie_theft 

 

QUESTION 3

Which address translation scheme would allow a single public IP address to always correspond to a single machine on
an internal network, allowing "server publishing"? 

A. Overloading Port Address Translation 

B. Dynamic Port Address Translation 
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C. Dynamic Network Address Translation 

D. Static Network Address Translation 

Correct Answer: D Section: (none)

 

QUESTION 4

Null sessions are un-authenticated connections (not using a username or password.) to an NT or 2000 system. Which
TCP and UDP ports must you filter to check null sessions on your network? 

A. 137 and 139 

B. 137 and 443 

C. 139 and 443 

D. 139 and 445 

Correct Answer: D Section: (none)

 

QUESTION 5

Eve is spending her day scanning the library computers. She notices that Alice is using a computer whose port 445 is
active and listening. Eve uses the ENUM tool to enumerate Alice machine. From the command prompt, she types the
following command. 

What is Eve trying to do? 

A. Eve is trying to connect as a user with Administrator privileges 

B. Eve is trying to enumerate all users with Administrative privileges 

C. Eve is trying to carry out a password crack for user Administrator 

D. Eve is trying to escalate privilege of the null user to that of Administrator 

Correct Answer: C Section: (none)
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